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The Heart of Company 

August 14, 2022 

 

For the past six weeks, my family and I were away at a summer camp called Lake Delaware 

Boys’ Camp, in the Catskill Mountains of New York State.  Lake Delaware Boys’ Camp, or 

LDBC, offers a powerful, even magical experience that is hard to describe.  But I’d like to try 

today, and I’ll begin with a story. The camp director, who is an Episcopal priest himself, tells 

this story every year about a mythical place called “Brigadoon.” 

 

The story goes that there once was a young man who was a successful businessman.  He worked 

hard and made a lot of money, but he wasn’t particularly happy in life.  One summer, after 

working for years and years without taking any time off, he decided to take a vacation for a few 

weeks.  He traveled to Scotland, where he hoped to see the sights and do a bit of hiking in the 

Scottish Highlands. 

 

As the man hiked through the beautiful hills and in the fresh air, he noticed that as he began to 

feel free for the first time in years.  There was a lightness in his being.  Burdens that he had 

unknowingly carried with him began to lift, and he felt free.  

 

One day, as he hiked deeper into the Highlands, he heard music coming from nearby.  He crested 

the hill and found himself looked into a misty valley where a small town was nestled.  He 

checked his map – there was no town indicated, but then again, it was an old map. 

 

He walked down into the town to find himself warmly greeted by the town residents as they 

celebrated some kind of festival.  The people were joyful, kind, and thoughtful, not only towards 

him but to their neighbors.  There was a sense of community and warmth in this place.  The man 

decided to stay for a few days.   

 

He got to know these villagers and even began to form friendships with them.  He even met a 

young lady with whom he got along quite well, and soon, the two of them fell in love.  One 

morning, after being there for just a week’s time, the man broached the topic of marriage.  The 

young woman’s face became serious. 

 

“I have to tell you the truth about this place,” she said.  “This town is called Brigadoon.  It is a 

magical place, etched in time.  For one month, the town comes alive, and we spend our time 

laughing, celebrating, talking with our friends and family.  Then, after one month, the mist rolls 

in, the townspeople fall asleep, and the village disappears for 100 years.  After that 100 years is 

over, we awake again for another month of joy and laughter and company.” 

 

“So you see,” the woman continued.  “You need to leave this place, for tomorrow the mist will 

roll in, and we will all go to sleep.  And if you are here, you will too.” 

 

The man was dumbstruck and heartsick. He decided to go for a walk to collect his thoughts.  He 

wrestled with the joy and lightness and love that he felt, but the cost of leaving his life behind to 

sleep for 100 years in this magical town of Brigadoon. 
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Finally, he returned to his love that afternoon.  He told her, “I want to stay and marry you, if 

you’ll have me.”  The woman smiled broadly and responded that she would.  The two got 

married that evening in a joyful celebration.  Then the next morning, the woman, the man, and 

the whole town of Brigadoon disappeared into the mist for the next 100 years. 

 

The camp director of Lake Delaware Boys’ Camp tells that story every year as a way of 

describing camp.  It’s not because camp is perfect and peaceful, but because it only exists for a 

month every year, and because LDBC has a kind of magical quality about it that defies 

explanation.  There is a chance for rich community, for lifelong bonds to form, even though 

people are gathered together only for a couple weeks.  Because there are no cell phones or TVs 

or screens of any kind, there is a chance to really be present together.  Because every day begins 

with a worship service, we are rooted in our identity as loved children of God. 

 

Lake Delaware Boys’ Camp is, at its heart, an outdoor Christian summer camp.  The campers 

sleep in large tents that fit 12 boys.  The tents are arranged in one long row along a gravel path 

called Company Street. 

 

The campers wake up every day at 6:50 am.  First on the schedule is chapel at 7:20 am.  We 

celebrate Eucharist in a very high, Anglican style.  That means that there is incense every day; 

most of the service is chanted or sung; and the music is provided by an organist playing an organ 

built in the 1870s.  (As a side note, most organs play with the help of a blower that blows air 

through the organ pipes.  This organ at camp has no blower; it is hand-pumped by campers, who 

crank bellows to pump air as long as the organ is playing.  It is, as far as I know, the only hand-

pumped organ left in the country.)  I will say that chapel is also the only place I’ve ever seen 

where, when there is a good hymn, 100 teen and pre-treen boys scream at the top of their lungs, 

“Ye watchers and ye holy ones!” 

 

So we begin with Eucharist every morning, breaking bread together.  After chapel is breakfast, 

when we break bread together again, in a more physical sense.  To get from the chapel to the 

dining hall, the campers walk down Company Street, past their tents.  This layout is intentional.  

The word “company” comes from Latin roots: com meaning “with,” and panis meaning 

“bread.”  Companions or company are literally people with whom you share bread.  And so 

Company Street is the home of the campers, and it is bookended physically by the two places 

where bread is shared together. 

 

After chapel and mess hall, there is something called drill practice.  At LDBC, the boys learn 

how to march in military formation.  The reason for this is that the camp was founded in 

1909.  In the late 1910s and early 1920s, many of the counselors and leaders at the camp were 

young men who had just returned from WWI.  These young men discovered that one of the best 

ways to build community and discipline was to march in formation. 

 

So these young men taught the campers how to march as one unit in their company and how to 

drill different moves.  And that tradition continues today.  Drill or marching practice provides a 

healthy, low-stakes opportunity for these boys to hone their listening skills, to follow directions, 

and to create a sense of unity, of companionship, with the other campers around them. 
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For the rest of the day, the boys are divided into age groups and play sports or take part in 

outdoor activities like hiking, fishing, archery, wall climbing, zipline, swimming, or arts & 

crafts, to name a few.  These activities run until 8 pm, when there is time for showers and getting 

ready for bed.  The day ends with a bugler playing “Taps” at 9:10, and then it is lights-out. 

 

I will be honest; Lake Delaware Boys’ Camp is not a place where life is always easy.  You can 

go to luxury summer camps with air-conditioned buildings, comfortable sleeping quarters with 

beds, activity programs that allow campers to choose their activities every day.  That is not 

LDBC. 

 

At Lake Delaware, there are early wake-up times and mandatory chapel services.  There is 

marching practice and there are hard wooden tent floors to sleep on.  Every returning camper has 

responsibilities, either in the dining hall, bathrooms, or looking after rookie campers.  It is not an 

easy summer. 

 

But LDBC provides a summer full of growth.  After camp ends, the directors receive letters 

every year from parents saying that they don’t even recognize their sons.  Teenage boys are 

talkative; they clean their rooms without being asked; they want to spend all their free time 

outside rather than in front of the TV. 

 

 But not only does each camper grow as an individual, and the company grows as a unit.  By the 

time boys graduate from LDBC at age 16, they view their fellow campers as their 

brothers.  Their time together forges relationships with others that will last for a lifetime and will 

change their lives.  These are bonds of companionship, of relationship, of breaking bread 

together. 

 

So that is a little bit about camp.  It’s all about companionship, of forming relationship.   

 

Those bonds of companionship exist for all of us.  Today we hear from Jesus some harsh words 

about how he has come to bring division, not peace!  In reality, there are other parts of the 

Gospel in which Jesus spreads peace, but today the message is that people will disagree over 

who he is and whether or not to follow him.  This disagreement, Jesus says, will even be found in 

families, among those who share bread together. 

 

But if we believe in true companionship, then those divisions do not overcome our 

relationships.  People, even family members can disagree about matters that are important to 

them… and remain family, remain companions.  In fact, the very next lesson Jesus gives after 

this is in Luke’s Gospel on the importance of being reconciled with your opponents or people 

with whom you disagree. 

 

So while this Gospel passage we hear today is harsh and even uncomfortable, we need to 

remember who Jesus is.  Jesus gives us a kick in the pants sometimes, but always there is a call 

to relationship, to companionship and breaking bread together, even in the disagreements. 

 

I’m grateful that you all have given me the opportunity to spend 6 weeks at Lake Delaware 

Boys’ Camp, where companionship is fostered.  If you’d like, you are welcome to visit next 
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summer.  And I’ll close by saying that, as wonderful and magical as camp is, I’m very happy to 

be back at St. Gabriel’s, and to continue our journey of companionship here. 

 

Amen. 
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